Mike Mentions New Dorm Plans
Mid Mire, Muck and Machinery

"All right, you guys, let's get this job done. I am the leader of a team, and we are all working on the same goal. We have to have the dorm ready for the students by the end of the month."

The team worked hard throughout the day, making sure that every detail was accounted for. The girls' dormitory was shaping up to be a beautiful place for the students.

PTES Inaugurates Change in Program

Applicants Must Cooperate With Bonus Officials

The Part Time Employment Bureau has changed its procedures for applying for jobs. Applicants must now cooperate with the Bonus Officials to ensure that they are eligible for the jobs.

"We have a new system in place to make the process more efficient. Applicants must now fill out a form and bring it to the office, where they will be interviewed by a Bonus Official. If they are accepted, they will be given a job immediately."

Junior to Fete Freshman Class

Entertainment in Auditorium: Informal Dancing in Open Will Follow Welcome

The class of 1940 will be welcoming the freshmen with an informal dance in the auditorium.

"We are excited to have the freshmen here. It is always a special moment when we welcome new students to our school."

Students to Suggest Campusajan Choices

Measures will give instructions for the planning of sessions. Choice of topics will be suggested by students through a forum.

"We want to hear from the students what they would like to see in the sessions. We want to make sure that the topics are relevant and interesting for them."

Pet Gamma Mu To Inaugurate Six-Fold Plan

Honor Society attack's Tuesday To Open Year's Activities; Professional Men Seen

Catherine G. Rohan, president of the Student Council, will attack the speakers for the evening.

"We want to start the year off right. We have a lot of plans for the year, and we want to hear from the faculty and students about what they think."

The program will consist of the introduction of the new officers, the announcement of the new student movement, and the election of the new class of 1940.

140 Students Placed Through PTEA

The PTEA has placed 140 students through its program. This is a record number of placements for the PTEA.

"We are proud of the success of our program. We work hard to ensure that every student who applies is placed with a bonus."

Recommended by the President of the Student Council, the program is an excellent way for students to find jobs.

"The program is highly recommended. It is a great way to find a job, and we encourage all students to apply."
State Mercuries Getting Set For First Encounter

State Rectory Meeting Difficulties, Call to Practice

This year the state Rectory is going to be a whole lot more than a bunch of players whose job it is to play football. This year the Rectory will be the football team of the State College, and the Rectory members will have to work harder than ever if they expect to do any really outstanding things this year. The Rectory, as a team, will have to work as a whole—no individual Rectory man is going to be able to carry the Rectory alone; every man is going to have to pull his weight for the Rectory.

The Rectory members are all due to be announced this week, and when they are announced they will be given full membership in the Rectory and will be expected to pull their weight for the Rectory. The Rectory members are all due to be announced this week, and when they are announced they will be given full membership in the Rectory and will be expected to pull their weight for the Rectory.

Sophs Form Black Legion

To Fill Frost With Fear

As an example of the promised things to come, the Black Legion is being led by Sophs. The Black Legion will be a group of Sophs who are determined to fill the campus with the spirit of the Black Legion.

The Black Legion will be a group of Sophs who are determined to fill the campus with the spirit of the Black Legion. The Black Legion will be a group of Sophs who are determined to fill the campus with the spirit of the Black Legion.

Contrary to the News

Column Right
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New Director
To Register '41
For Placements

Baner Pended by Samson
Will Interact In State
Soccer Sept. 25

The Banner Athletic Report will
officially open its doors to a new
director of athletics next Monday.
Samson, who has been appointed
was formerly a professor and
head coach of volleyball at
Iowa State College. He will carry
on the work of the present
director, Plimpton, who leaves
on a temporary assignment.

Board Announces
Editorial Classes

The Student Senate have
announced the following new
classes to be held on campus.
A full report was given by
the Senate to President Enfield.

Sororities Open
Houses to Frosh

Punch Porte Will Close
Informal Kappa Parlor,
Plan Formal Dance

For a Top Performance
in smoking pleasure...
Make your next pack
Chesterfield
THEY'RE COOLER,
Milder, BETTER-TASTING

All over the country, more smokers
are buying Chesterfields today than
ever before because these Cods Better-Tasting
and Delightfully Milder cigarettes give
them what they want. That's why smokers call
Chesterfield the Smoker's Cigarette.

Odds 5-1 New Queen
Locate Girl or Brunette

The search for a successor to
Queen Knowles will be completed
October 19. The first ballot will
be taken today and the final
ballot will be taken Thursday.

Fratities Plan
Rushing Activities

The Phi Delta Theta chapter
of the State College fraternity
will conduct its Rush the day
after tomorrow. The members
will invite all classes to attend
the social and enjoy the
activities. Initiation will be
by the large house on Carver
Street.

SCA Will Install
Officers Tomorrow

The Student Council Report
will install their officers tomorrow
morning in the auditorium.

SCA Will Install
Officer Tomorrow

SCA members will install new
officers in the auditorium on
time tomorrow morning.

Lack of WPA
Skilled Workers
Halt Memorial

Dr. Snyder Announces Lack
Of Technical Workers
To War Effort

The Boilermaker Memorial
Building at the State
College was to be dedicated
October 15. However, due to
the lack of skilled workers
for the war effort, the
ceremony was postponed.

Election Monday
Decides Victor

Queen Knowles, Miller, Newman,
Powell, Samson Win
Student Honors

The election of queen will take
place Monday. The candidates
are: Newman, Miller, Powell,
and Samson.
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Last Year's Face
Frosh

Newspaper in the
Albany To-Fro

Politics last year in a Student
in the State College
...